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48. Calculus in Ranked Vector Spaces. I
By Masae YAMAGUCHI
Department of Mathematics, University o Hokkaido
(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNUGI, M. J.A., April 12, 1968)
1. Ranked vector space. 1.1. Ranked space. Let E be a
neighborhood space, i.e., with every element x e E there is associated
a non-empty set (x)-{V(x)} of subsets of E such that
V(x) e (x) V(x) x;
(1.1.1) (1)
(2) For any U(x), V(x) e (x), there exists a W(x) e (x) such
that

W(x) U(x) V(x);
E e (x).
(3)
Every element V(x) of (x) is called a neighborhood of a point x e E.
(1.1.2) Definition. A neighborhood space E, on which a countconsisting of neighborhoods (E e 0)
ably system 0,
"",

,, ,

is defined, is called a ranked space with the indicator w0 if and only
if for every x e E, U(x)e (x) and for an integer n (O<_nwo) there
exists an integer m (O<_mwo) and a neighborhood V(x)e (x)such
that
m >_ n, V(x)
and V(x)c U(x).
A metric space is a ranked spa,ce. Another examples of ranked
spaces shall be found in the paper of K. Kunugi [1].
1.2. Convergence. Let (x) be a sequence in a ranked space E.
Now we shall consider a convergence introduced by K. Kunugi [2].
(1.2.1) Definition. We say that a sequence (xn} converges to x
in a ranked space E, and we write (lim x} + x if and only if there
exists a sequence {V(x)} of neighborhoods and a sequence {a} o1 integers such that
., 0 <_ n Wo,
Vo(x) V(x) V(x)
V(x)
ao<_Crx<_a.<_. <_an<_" ", O<_nwo,
sup an-Wo, Vn(x) Xn, and Vn(x) e .(x),

for n--O, 1, 2,

....

I {lim Xn} x, we call x a limit

o sequence {Xn}.

Then the following propositions hold"
(1.2.2) Proposition. Let {xni} be an arbitrary subsequence
sequence {Xn} in a ranked space E. If {lim Xn} X, then

{lim Xn} x.
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(1.2.3) Proposition. Let {x} be a sequence in a ranked space
E. If {lim x/,} x, where m is a positive integer, then
{lim x} x.
(1.2.4) Proposition. Let {Xn} be a sequence in a ranked space
E such that x-x for n-O, 1, 2,
Then
x.
{lim x}
In fact, let us check (1.2.4), the others being obvious. Since
(x)={V(x)}#, we can choose a neighborhood U(x) e (x). By the
assumption that E is a ranked space we can find an integer a0 and a
neighborhood V0(x) e (x) such that Vo(x) e 3o, Vo(x) U(x). Let

....

fl- max (0, 1), then

,

we can find an integer

and a neighborhood

and V(x) Vo(x). Let
V(x) e (x) such that _>
V(x) e
max (a, 2), then analogously we can find an integer a and a neighand V(x) V(x),
borhood V,.(x) e !(x) such that >_ V(x) e

, ,

Continuing this process, we obtain a sequence {Vn(x)} of neighborhoods and a sequence {an} of integers such that
0 <_ n Wo,
V(x)
Vo(x) V(x) V(x)

o<_aa.<_... <_<_.

.,

(lim xn}

.’.

,

O<_nwo,

sup On--O0o, Vn(x) Xn---X and V(x) e
for n--0,1,2,....
X.

Continuity. Let E, E be ranked spaces and f" E-.E. a
map from E into E.
(1.3.1) Definition. We say that a map f" E--.E. is continuous
at the point a if and only if
1.:}o

(lim f(x)} e f (a).
f" E-E continuous means that it is continuous at each point of E.
One easily verifies that the compose of continuous maps is also con(lim Xn}

tinuous,

b

f" E-*E. is called a homeomorphism if and only if f" E
f" E-E as well as f-.E.-.E are continuous.

is bijective and

1o4. Separated ranked space, When a sequence (Xn} converges
to x in a ranked space E, it is possible that (lira x} e x, (lira Xn} Y
and x#-y. In order to get rid of these cases we introduce the following axiom [3].
(1.4.1) Axiom (To). Let E be a ranked space with the indicator
o. Then, for any elements x, y E with x#y, there exists an integer
a(x, y) (O<_a(x, Y)Wo) such that for any integers m, n with m, n
>_ q(x, y) and for any neighborhoods V(x) e (x), V(y) e !(y),
V(y) e
V(x) V(y)=.
V(x) e
(1.4.2) Definition. A ranked space which satisfies the axiom
(To) is called a separated ranked space.

,
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Then the following proposition is easily proved.

(1.4.3) Proposition. Suppose that Axiom (To) holds in a ranked
space E and let {x} be a sequence in E. If {lim x} x and {lim x} y,
then

By this Proposition, if a ranked space E satisfies Axiom (To) and
{lim x} x, then the limit of the sequence {x} is uniquely determined.
So in this case we may write
lim x

x

instead of {lira x} x.
1.5. Direct product of ranked spaces. Let E, E,
E be a
family of ranked spaces with the indicator w0, i.e., with every element
x e E, there is associated a non-empty set ,(x)={V(x)} satisfying
Condition (1.1.1)and further in each space E, there is a countable
of families of neighborsystem %(E,), (E,), ,(E,),..., (E,),
hoods such that, for any x e E,, V(x)e ,(x) and for an integer n
(0gnw0), there exists an integer and a neighborhood U(x)e ,(x)
satisfying the following conditions"
12 n, U(x) (E,) and U(x) V(x).
We denote by E E,
E (or E,) the set of all elements
(x,x,...,x), where xeE, xeE,...,xeE. If E=E
=E-E, we denote by E instead of E,.
We now define a neighborhood system ,(z) to each point z
x)e xE, as follows"
=(x, x,,

...,

...,

(z)-{V(x) V(x)

V(x)
V(x) e (x), V(x) e (x),

...,

V(x) e (x)}.
Then it is obvious that E is a neighborhood space, i.e., it satisfies
Condition (1.1.1).
We now define a countably system %(E), ( E),
in the following way"
( E),
( E)= {V V
V V e (E), V e (E),
and
n= rain (a,
e
V (E)
or n=0, 1, 2,
Then EE... E is a ranked space with the indicator w0. In
fact, for any z (x, x,
x) e E, W(z) V(x) V(x)
V(x) e m(z) and for an integer n (0Kn<w0), since E is a
ranked space, there is an integer a and a neighborhood U(x) e (x)
such that
n, U(x) e (E) and U(x) V(x).
m.
for i=l, 2,

.,

...,

....

...,

...,

Let
W’(z)= U(x) U(x)

U(x)
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...,

and p=min (a, a,
a), then we have
p >_n, W’(z)c W(z), W’(z) e m(z) and W’(z) e ( E).
Therefore E E
E is a ranked space. We shall call E E
E (or E)the direct product of ranked spaces E,E,...,
E=E, we denote by E instead of E.
E. If E-E=
In the direct product E the following proposition holds"
(1.5.1) Proposition. Let {Zn}:{(Xnl Xn2
Xnm)} be a sequence
in a direct product E E
ranked
spaces
E, E,
E of
E
and z= (x, x,
x) e E, then {lira z} z if and only if {lim x}
x for k=l, 2,..., m.
Proof. (a) Suppose that {lim z} e z, i.e., there exists a sequence
{Wn(z)} of neighborhoods of z and a sequence {r} of integers such
that
O n o,
W(z)
Wo(z) W(z) W(z)

.

...

...,

...,

.,

o’" grng’’’, OgnWo,
sup ?=w0, Wn(z) Zn, and Wn(z)

for n=O, 1, 2,

( E),

....

Let
Wn(Z) Vnl(Xl) Vn2(X2)

Vnm(Xm),

....

where n=0, 1, 2,
By assumption we have
Vnl(Xl) e E(Xl), Vn2(X) e E(X2
V(x) e .(E), V(x) e ,(E),
and
-min (a, a:,
Since W(z) W+(z), we have

",

Vnm(Xm) e Em(Xm)

..., V(x) e ,(E),
..., an).

V(x)
m.
and k=l, 2,
for n-0, 1, 2,
Further W(z) z implies Vn(x) Xn.
Thus we have
V(x)
0 n < Wo,
Vo(X) V(x) V(x)
Vnk(Xk) Xnk, Vnk(Xk) e an(Ek) and nk
and k= 1, 2,..., m.
where n=0, 1, 2,
Since sup r-Wo, we can find a subsequence {} of (a} such that

...,

-

nonzkn" nt" ", 0i0.
Here we may assume that no=0.
We now define two sequences [U(x)} and {} as follows"
Uo(X)- Vo(X)
,o(E)
Xo
o- o
U(x)- Vo(X)
,o(E)
x
o

U(x) V(x)

x

(E)

=
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U(_)(x)=V(x)
U(x)= V(x)

!,(E)
.(E)

x(_)

x

Then we have

U(x) e (x),
U(x)
Uo(X) U(x) U(x)

-

.,
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0 n Wo,

sup fl--w0, U(x) x, and U(x) e (E).

{lira Xn}

.’.

X,

.,

where k-- 1, 2,
m.
(b) Suppose conversely that {lira Xn}x or k-l, 2,..., m
i.e., there exists a sequence (V(x)} of neighborhoods o x and a
sequence (an} of integers such that
0 n o,
V(x)
Vo(X) V(x) V(x)
n oo,
", O
nk
0k 1 2
sup a=Wo, V(x) x, and V(x) e ,(E),

.,

for n-0, 1, 2,

and k-l, 2,

Put
Wo(z)- Vo(X) Vo.(x)
W(z)- V(x) V(x)

..., m.

...... ..

Wn(Z)-- V(x) V(x)

Vo(X)
V(x)

Vo,(x)
V(x)
V(x)

V(x)

then since V(x) V(+)(x), where k= 1, 2,..., m and i-0, 1, 2,
We have
0 n Wo.
W(z)
Wo(z) W(z) W(z)

Let

-

.,

.,

rain (a, a,
a)
then it follows, using aga(+) (k- 1, 2,
p-0, 1, 2,
and i-0, 1, 2, ...), that

or

.,

Being sup an-- w0 (k= 1, 2,

., m

., m), we get
sup Tn

w0.

It is obvious that we have
Wn(z) e r(E) and Wn(z) z, for n-0, 1, 2,

....

Therefore

{lim z} e z.
If E, E,..., E are a family of separated ranked spaces, then
it is clear that E is also a separated ranked space.
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